PRO CONCATENATOR

CRAWFORD

Accurately and Reliably Joins Multiple Print
and PDF Files Together

OVERVIEW

Product at a glance

PRO Concatenator joins multiple print and PDF files together with the
speed, accuracy and efficiency your enterprise demands. CrawfordTech
gives you the tools to concatenate several files of the same type,
transfer large print files from PC applications to print on more cost
effective production-class equipment, improve archive efficiency
and more.

With PRO Concatenator you can:
y Accelerate ROI for high speed inkjet printers and finishing technology—
make your production faster without changing your upstream composition
workflow.
y Save time and money by combining multiple smaller print and PDF files of the
same type together to print them more cost effectively on production class
equipment as a single larger job.
y Reduce costs by optimizing your print-ready files for production – keep high
speed production presses running efficiently by combining small jobs, optimizing
batch sizes and minimizing roll changes.
y Re-sequence diverse print jobs and output files to achieve maximum postage
rate savings and automated mail processing efficiencies.
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What does PRO
Concatenator Do?
PRO Concatenator joins multiple print
and PDF files together with the following
capabilities:
y Combine multiple input print
and PDF files of the same type
together
y When used in conjunction
with optional PRO Transform
products, it joins input files of
multiple types and converts
them to a single output file
type
y Remove duplicate resources
when joining multiple files,
significantly reducing the
resultant file size
y Using your CASS/PAVE
software, re-sequences the
resultant output file to achieve
postage rate savings
y Combines multiple reprint
requests into a single reprint
run
y Join multiple small PDF archive
files together significantly
reducing storage space
required
y Combine multiple input files
from desktop applications so
that they may be printed on
more cost-effective production
technology
y

True fidelity
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CRAWFORD
PRO Concatenator fits in your environment
y Easily integrate PRO Concatenator to support both batch and on
demand production.
y Leverage existing workflow and automation tools with
CrawfordTech APIs.
y Add our PRO Transform products to concatenate several input
files of different types.

Join multiple print and PDF
files together with speed,
accuracy and efficiency.
PRO Concatenator runs on all major
operating systems:
y Windows

y Reduce archive storage space by joining many small PDF files
into a single PDF file.

y Linux

y Trim the effort and costs associated with reprints by joining
several requests into a single job.

y HP-UX

Integration Options

y AIX
y Solaris
y z/OS
y Linux for System z.
PRO Concatenator supports all major
print streams:
y AFP (Line data, mixed mode &
fully composed)

Command Line

API

Scripts

y Xerox (LCDS & Metacode)
y PCL
y PostScript™
y Line data
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